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Track Listing:

Chant Of The 
Eastern Lands

1.

Touch Of Nya2.
From The 
Pagan 
Vastlands

3.

Hidden In The 
Fog

4.

Ancient5.
Entering The 
Faustian Soul

6.

Forgotten Cult 
Of Aldaron

7.

Wolves Guard 
My Coffin

8.

Hell Dwells In 
Ice

9.

Transylvanian 
Forest

10.

Artist:   Behemoth
Title:    ”Sventevith - Storming Near The Baltic” - remaster
Label:    Metal Mind Productions
Release Date:    6/6/2005
Genre:   Black Metal

Rating:    3.5/5

Written By:   Ken Pierce (copyright 2007) for PiercingMetal.com

Thanks to the folks at Metal Mind Productions we can take a trip back into the not too distant past to find the origins
and debut by Poland’s mightiest export, the one and only Behemoth. Originally released in 1995, the album
“Sventevith (Storming Near The Baltic) finds the band not as the crushing Death Metal group we all know today but
instead as a brutalizing Black Metal enterprise who show one didn’t need to have their origins in Norway or Sweden.
Led by Nergal, who not only sings but plays all guitars and bass, this album is a solid introduction to the band and
their contributions to the then still growing Black Metal movement. As you listen you can hear similarities to the
giants of the genre such as Immortal and perhaps a little Dimmu Borgir as well but what’s more important was how
impressive it actually was with their being among the few such acts from this region of the day. If you closed your
eyes and knew nothing of the band you heard you would totally assume this was a by product of the Norwegian
artisans. The tale told seems to be about Slavic folklore and their history and one can read deeper into this based
on the provided lyrics in the booklet (the white font on black is a tad tricky on the eyes I must admit). Nergal wrote
every song on the album with the exception of “Ancient” and “Hell Dwells In Ice” which were apparently
compositions by Demonius (another Polish Black Metal band). Drums are excellently delivered by Baal Ravenlock
and the session keyboards by Cezar and they both truly bring this stuff to a larger life while Nergal growls from the
depths of his soul. Songs that win me over from this one are the thundering “Hidden In The Fog” for both its power
and its overall atmosphere. “From The Pagan Vastlands” is one of the more epic numbers and shows that if
Behemoth decided to remain a Black Metal act that they would have been one of the best to do it even by today’s
standards. Some numbers still possess certain rawness such as “Wolves Guard My Coffin” and while it seems that
Metal Mind Productions did a proper cleanup of the tracks for the remaster – you can’t help but wonder how pure it
would have sounded when it was originally released. Proving he was a man of many talents, Nergal also handled all
of the original releases production. This guaranteed it would not go against his artistic vision.

If you take Behemoth then against Behemoth now you will definitely wonder how such an amazing transition took
place and swear that you were listening to two distinct bands. I admit that while I enjoyed hearing their roots in
Blackened Death Metal that I was happy for that which I find in today’s Behemoth as an Extreme Death Metal act.
This is a great lesson in musical history for one of the most important bands to not only come out of Poland but that
which the genre has offered up for consumption.

Official Web Site:   www.behemoth.pl
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Best Price $7.31 
or Buy New $14.95
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Chaotica
Behemoth
New $19.95
Best $10.50

Zos Kia Cultus
Behemoth
New $13.99
Best $10.45

The Bleeding
Cannibal Corpse
New $13.98
Best $6.00


